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Project Zomboid, the card game

Players: 3-6 | Game Time: 90-120 mins | Difficulty: Moderate
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The Project Zomboid card game is a zombie survival role playing game in which players

assume the role of a group of survivors who are trapped in a small town in Kentucky just weeks

after a zombie outbreak has occurred. Each survivor has a profession and unique character

traits which will affect them as they explore this small town searching for loot and fighting off

zombies, cannibals, and other enemies that they come across.

The goal of the game is to have the survivors figure out a way to escape this apocalypse,

whether it’s to call in the military and be airlifted to safety, clear out all of the town’s bandits

and establish a safe haven, or dismally accept their fate, turning on each other until only the

strongest survive. Ultimately it will be left to chance as each play through offers a vastly

different experience.
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Game Setup:

a. - Each player begins by rolling the attack dice to see who goes first, highest roll goes first.

b. - Next, shuffle the professions deck. Starting with the first player draw the top card from the

deck and place it face up in front of them, go clockwise until all players have a profession.

c. - Players then match their stat tracking cards to the base stats on their profession card.

d. - After each player has their profession they find the stack labeled with their profession. This

stack will have their master traits and any starting items. Each player grabs all of their starting

items and trait/s and places those cards into their hand. Then remove the remaining items and

traits left over from the game.

e. - Starting with the first player, shuffle the trait's deck then draw the top 4 cards and lay them

face up on the table. That player then chooses which traits they want to keep and discards the

rest back into the trait's deck.

f. - The next player shuffles the deck and repeats, go clockwise doing this until all players have

chosen their starting traits.

* EACH PLAYER MAY HAVE 3 TRAITS MAXIMUM; THIS INCLUDES THEIR MASTER TRAIT/S.

** So if you start with 1 master trait you can choose up to 2 more, if you have 2 master traits

you can choose just 1 more.

g. - After each player has chosen their traits, add up the numbers in the bottom left corner of

each trait card. The total number now either adds to or subtracts from their base starting stats.

So for example if they choose the Eagle Eyed trait which is -5, and the Cowardly trait which is

+2, their total modifier is -3, so they would take 3 points away from their base stats. They can

split the points up anyway they want, for example 1 HP and 2 stamina or 1 luck and 2 HP.

Each stat has a maximum level that can be reached dependent on a player's experience level.



Level 1:



Level 2:



Level 3:



HP : 8



HP : 10



HP : 12



Strength : 8



Strength : 9



Strength : 10



Stamina : 8



Stamina : 9



Stamina : 10



Luck : 4



Luck : 5



Luck : 5
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h. - Once each player has their profession, starting equipment, traits, and starting stats chosen

the first player draws three rescue scenario cards and places them face up on the table, the rest

of the rescue scenario cards are removed from the game.

i. - Next the first player draws a location card and places it face up on the table anywhere they

wish, this location is the groups safe house (place the safe house token on this location to

indicate that it is the safe house), it can be used for storage, it can be fortified, and it is the

location that items must be brought back to for the various rescue scenarios.

j. - The first survivor then takes their turn.



What Does Each Stat Mean and other terms?

HP = How much Health a survivor/enemy has.

Strength = How much base carrying capacity each survivor has.

Stamina = How far a survivor can move each day.

Luck = Amount of dice a survivor gets to try and break into locations.

Day = One day has occur after every survivor has finished their turn.

Base HP = Is the set amount of HP that a survivor’s HP stat is restored to at the beginning of

each day if theirs has fallen low. Individual survivor’s base HP should be tracked on the

notepad. It is only affected by a survivor’s base starting stats; items and clothing do not

affect a survivor’s Base HP.
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Player's Turns:

Each player's turn will follow the same 3-5 steps.

1) Equip/Trade

2) Loot or Explore

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

3) Combat

4) Use Items

5) Fortify/Craft (Currently Being Implemented)

**At the beginning of each day all survivor’s who are still alive HP is restored to

their base HP amount if it has fallen below from combat or other events.

Survivors whose HP is higher than their base stat retain their higher amount.

In-Depth Description of Player’s Turns

- 1 - A survivor may equip an item from their bag, or trade with another survivor who is

currently present at their location. A survivor may move to another survivor’s location in order

to trade, but only up to their maximum stamina. If they run out of stamina their turn ends on

whichever location they are on. Once a survivor is out of stamina they can no longer do

anything, their turn ends. Equipping or trading items from their bag may only happen when

they are not in combat.

- 2 - Next a survivor either Explores a new location, Stays in the current location, or Moves back

through already explored locations (a survivor’s stamina stat determines how many maximum

locations they may move back through).

- 2a - A survivor may loot their current location or move back to already explored

locations in order to loot. Survivors may only loot a maximum of twice per day; Once if

they explore, and once if they loot already explored tiles.

If a survivor decides to loot their current location they roll the loot dice and can loot up

to the amount they rolled from that locations loot pile.

If a survivor decides to loot another already explored location they move to that

location. If the location is unlocked they draw an event card, and if enemies appear they

must deal with them first before they are able to loot. If they successfully kill all

enemies, the survivor rolls the loot dice and can loot up to the amount they rolled from

that locations loot pile.

If a location is locked a survivor can attempt to break in, if they are unsuccessful they

cannot loot anymore that day unless they explore a new location. If a location is

successfully unlocked, the survivor draws an Event card. If enemies appear they must

deal with them first before they are able to loot. If they successfully kill all enemies, the
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survivor rolls the loot dice and can loot up to the amount they rolled from that locations

loot pile.

Survivor's may only loot up to the maximum amount rolled on the loot dice, even if

there is more loot available. Any traits that affect loot rolls also apply. If enemies appear

they must be dealt with before a survivor can loot a location.

- 2b - If the survivor chooses to explore a new location they draw a card from the

locations deck and then place it face-up in any direction adjacent to the current location

they are in.

The amount of storage icons on the card indicate the maximum loot that can be found

at that location, draw that many loot cards from the loot deck and place them face

down on the location.

Next the survivor draws a Door card and an Event card. Depending on what they draw

the location may be unlocked, locked, or locked &amp; alarmed. As well as contain No

enemies, 1 enemy, 2 enemies, or have a Hoard on the way.

- 2b1 - If the location is unlocked they may enter, and if enemies are present they must

fight them, if they kill the enemies they roll the loot dice and dependent on the amount

rolled may draw the appropriate number of loot cards from the locations loot pile.

- 2b2 - If the location is locked, the survivor can attempt to break a window or kick down

the door to enter. To break into a location they roll the luck dice. Their luck stat limits

the number of dice they get to roll, for instance if their luck is 2 then they can only roll 2

luck dice. They must roll higher than the number of reinforcement icons on the card to

successfully break into that location. If they are successful, they then deal with any

enemies inside before looting, if they are not successful at breaking into the location

they may end their turn there or move back through already explored locations, but

place a locked token as well as any enemy tokens on that location card until a survivor

moves to the location and unlocks it.

- 2b3 - If the location is locked and alarmed, and they successfully break a window to

enter they roll again. They roll luck dice equal to their luck stat, if they roll a 0 or 1 an

alarm goes off and draws a horde to that location, a horde is now present on that

location at the beginning of the next day, if a horde is alerted the survivor may only loot

a maximum of 1 item (check that survivor’s traits for any horde looting affects) and all

other survivor must move from that location, placing a horde token on that location as

they leave. Survivors cannot cross through locations with hordes; they must either go

around or attack them.

- 3 - See page 8 for combat rules.
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- 4 - If a survivor has any items in their bag that will affect their stats they may only be played at

the end of their turn. Any item not marked "(usable in combat)" may be played. Survivors are

allowed to only raise each stat 1 level per day.



**A survivor may only explore a maximum of 1 location per turn, unless a trait

allows them to explore more. After a survivor has explored a new location, or

moved their maximum amount of already explored locations, that survivor's

turn ends. A survivor always has the choice to stay at their current location if

they have not moved during their turn.
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Combat:

a. - A survivor may always begin combat by rolling an escape dice, if they roll an even they are

successful and run from battle. They must leave that location, moving up to their maximum

amount to an already explored location, leaving behind enemy tokens on the location they are

running from. If they are unsuccessful they must enter combat.

b. - If a survivor chooses not to run, they enter combat. The survivor rolls their Attack dice, the

Enemy attack dice, and the Dodge dice.

If the Survivor’s attack dice lands on a white skull they hit the enemy, if it lands on a red skull

and crossbones they critically hit the enemy, anything else and they miss the enemy.

If the Enemy attack dice lands on a white skull they hit the survivor, if it lands on a black skull

and crossbones they critically hit the survivor, anything else and they miss the survivor.

If the Dodge dice lands on a black skull the survivor takes damage from the enemy’s hits, if it

lands on anything else they dodge the enemy’s damage. Survivors cannot dodge critical hits

from enemies.

**Always apply the survivor’s damage to any enemies first, before applying

enemy’s damage to the survivor. If enemy’s die before they can apply damage

then the survivor takes no damage from that enemy.

c. - The amount of damage a survivor hits for is equal to their Weapon Damage, if they roll a

Critical Hit they add +2 damage to their total damage amount. A survivor can choose not to use

any weapon they are currently holding in combat, but must say they are not using it before

they roll their attack dice.

d. - If a survivor is fighting two enemies roll the second set of their Attack dice, Enemy attack

dice, and Dodge dice. The survivor chooses which enemy they hit and which enemy hits them,

as well as which enemy attacks they dodge. When fighting 2 enemies, each enemy’s damage

output is halved and rounded down to the nearest whole number, so 4&gt;2 , 3&gt;1, etc..

For example: If a survivor rolls both of their Attack dice and gets 1 hit and 1 miss,

they can choose which enemy their attack will hit and which enemy they miss, if

they roll 2 hits or 2 misses, they either hit or miss both enemies.

If both the Enemy attack dice are rolled and they land on 1 hit and 1 miss, and

neither Dodge dice lands on a dodge, the survivor can choose which enemy hits

them and which enemy misses them.

If both Enemy attack dice are rolled and both land on a hit, and if the dodge dice

lands on 1 dodge and 1 non-dodge, the survivor can choose which enemy hit they

dodge and which enemy hit they take.
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Survivors can never dodge enemy critical hits, if both enemy attack dice land on

critical hits, only the enemy with the lowest HP applies their critical hit, if they

are the same, the survivor chooses which to apply. If the enemy with the lowest

HP is killed, then the other enemy applies their critical hit.



e. - Enemy HP is tracked by another player, or a GM if present. Players can use the notepad to

track damage if they choose too.

k. - After the enemy attacks, a survivor can choose to run away by rolling the escape dice. If

they roll an even they are successful and can run from battle, moving up to their maximum

amount to an already explored location, leaving behind enemy tokens on the location they are

running from. If they are unsuccessful they must continue combat.

l. - Combat continues until all enemies are dead or the survivor has either escaped or is dead.



[Using Items During Combat]

m. - Items used during combat are marked "(usable in combat)”, and cannot be used any other

time, with the exception of bandages when used by doctors or nurses to aid a survivor bitten

by a zombie. Survivor's can only use up to 1 item in combat and only once per day.

n. - An item can be used any time during combat, even after a survivor is attacked and is about

to die. If a survivor uses an item in combat and their health is at zero, they apply that item’s

affect to their health.

For example: An enemy hits a survivor and the survivor's HP goes to zero. That

survivor can use a bandage from their bag at the last second and their health

would be restored to 2 HP given from the bandage.

** If an enemy's attack takes a survivor's health to below zero and that

survivor then uses an item to save themselves from dying, the rest of that

enemy’s damage is nullified and would not apply to the survivor after they are

healed.
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